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CfPA and CFIRA founders
lobbied Congress to
include Crowdfunding into
JOBS Act, and currently
advise the SEC, influencing
pending rule-making

FINRA, governing agency
for existing securities Broker/
Dealers, will implement rules
the SEC makes, potentially
establishing it as the SelfRegulating Organization for
Crowdfunding
Charter member Crowdfund Intermediary Regulatory Advocates
(CFIRA) Portals Advisory Council

Crowdfunding

1.Could it be more American than Beer starting all this?
2.Why we’re all very Lucky (hint: it’s about timing)
3.Restoring the American Dream starts with Education

Crowdfunding Professional Association (CfPA.org)

for comprehensive background videos on Crowdfunding, visit
https://vimeo.com/user13383162/videos

Crowdfunding History
1600s: early book printers would fund via honorable mentions
inside cover
1885: Joseph Pulitzer finances the Statue of Liberty’s foundation
using Crowdfunding
1930s: SEC restricts entrepreneurs from advertising stock
oﬀerings
1990s: Internet revolution spawns Microfinancing, leading to
institutional Crowdfunding
1997: Marillion UK band tour and album financed by fans
2009: BuyaBeerCompany.com raises nearly $300million from
5 million people to buy Pabst Blue Ribbon--SEC squashes deal,
brand tycoon later purchases for $250million, validating
Crowdfund valuation
2012: $2.8billion Crowdfunding raised. Projected $6billion 2013
50% increase/yr. since 2009. What other industry has seen such
growth reaching so many people in this timeframe?
Portals growing from niche to general:
• Kickstarter, WeFunder, Believers Fund, Quirky, IndieGoGo,
etc.

* http://www.inc.com/news/articles/2010/06/metropoulos-buys-pabst-brewing-company.html

Signing of JOBS Act - April 2012
Jason Best and
Sherwood Neiss
at White House signing
of JOBS Act

Crowdfunding is...
Raising capital from investors via Internet portals. Currently more “seed”
oriented, meaning early stage, often before proof of concept

•
•
•
•

Donation-based transactions: shared affinities, associations, charities
Reward-based transactions: pride, fame, access, premiums, pre-sale*
Debt-based security: time & interest-based microloans, student loans, lines of credit
• Revenue-based security: usually a time-limited tie to income generated
Equity-based security*: stock, options, liquidity, transferability

Crowd Sourcing using social media:

•
•
•
•

to drive broader public awareness by offering friends, family and supporters tangible
rewards for promoting among their own networks
for local and affinity/experience-based support from service professionals and
complementary companies
as pre-sales channel to gauge consumer interest
cost-efficient marketing channel

* pending SEC/FINRA rulings on definitions of securities, portal registration, investor accreditation, general solicitation

How to Use Crowdfunding
•
•

Refine concepts and develop plans with mentors and community support

•

Incentivize fans/investors to promote you, in their own best interest, virally to
their own networks

•

Generate VC/Angel interest in you by starting small and then succeeding at
successively larger offerings

•

Validate your business to secure more traditional financing e.g. banks, credit
unions etc.

Test the market before prototyping = affordable Market Research & Pre-Sale
leads/orders

Current Law
• Limited to accredited investors
◦ Entities with at least $5 million in
assets
◦ Individuals with over $1 million in
assets or over $200,000 in
annual income

• Does not allow general solicitation
or mass advertising
• Limits number of investors in any
one offering
• Requires registration with the
SEC and conduct an initial public
offering
◦ or Qualify for an exemption

Under JOBS Act
• Anyone can invest in Crowdfunding
◦ Token: Rewards, Donation
◦ Equity Crowdfunding, when SEC
defines parameters, lower
accreditation restrictions are expected

• Advertising will be permitted
◦ Anywhere from Online to Main
Street
• No limit on number of shareholders
• Regulations balancing economic
growth and investor protection:
◦ Crowdfund Portals/Intermediaries
required to register and self-regulate
◦ Strict background checks and
disclosures for issuers and investors

◦ Limits to annual amounts raised/issuer
◦ Limits to amount invested/investor

Why We’re So Lucky
Definition of Luck*: “It Is What Happens When Preparation Meets Opportunity”
Why Crowdfunding’s timing is good for all:

• Unlocks Capital for Small Businesses and Spreads the Wealth

Current mistrust of public stock exchanges cause people to save in banks at very low interest rates.
Investors will now be able to invest in small, local and friends’ businesses in addition to the traditional
stock market, all while holding the power in their hands to affect growth directly.

• Generates Broader Economic Prosperity, Not Just in Urban Centers

Because Crowdfund investing is done via the internet, entrepreneurs anywhere can get funding, not
just Silicon Valley and major metros.

• Levels Playing Field Against Socioeconomic Discrimination

Individuals from wealthier backgrounds find it easier to raise funds than those in more challenging
circumstances. Now, anyone with a great concept and some initiative can find support for their dreams
based on the merit of their ideas.

*Seneca (Roman philosopher, mid-1st century AD)

Map illustrating the
universe of influence
that Crowdfunding
impacts.
Graphic courtesy of
Davis Jones

http://www.cfadventures.net/2012/07/mastering-crowdfund-investing-universe.html

Hindsight Wisdom
Having ridden the Internet 1.0 wave, it is my belief that Crowdfunding is what the
Internet was made for, and we’ve only just started to feel it’s impact.
• Market is growing 100-300% annually.
• Universe expands in every direction--just keep moving; the wave will push you
Building a Good Company starts with keeping Good Company

• Venture Capitalists and Angels more often invest in people than plans--think, TEAM

“Failure is the new Credential” for investing in an entrepreneur

• VCs & Angels admit it’s more important to them that you’ve learned from mistakes rather than never
trying because you feared failure--don’t be afraid to show you’ve tried, even if unsuccessful.

Be sincere

• Internet consumers are more skilled than ever at sniffing BS--speak your truth to the right people, narrow
your demographic. Value is more important than Volume.

“Content is King” was Internet 1.0

• “if Content was King, CONTEXT is now King Kong”--choose the right portal for your message and be

certain your offering is relevant; do your research before listing your offering because you only get one
chance for a first impression

Kickstarter:
◦ 60K+ projects launched to date
◦ $260M + raised project funding
◦ 44% success rate

Industry:
◦ 540+ CF portals expected by end of
2012
◦ $2.8bn expected global raised
money in 2012 (up 91% from 2011)
◦ $6.b2n expected market size 2013*

Map courtesy Crowdsourcing.org

* Gartner Research

Restoring the American Dream through Crowdfunding
Lowers risk for Entrepreneurs
•

Today, almost half of all startups will fail within two years = High Risk, meaning people with great ideas stray away from starting
businesses because they are not risk-averse. They worry that personal failure may inhibit their future ventures by risking friends and family
savings.
◦ Venture Capitalists and Angels more often invest in people over plans and often cite that “Failure is the new Credential” for their investing in
an entrepreneur--it’s more important to them that you’ve learned from mistakes as opposed to never trying because you feared failure.
◦ Crowdfund investing spreads the risk of starting a business to a larger community of people, each risking far less of their savings, effectively
lowering their own risk, and lessening the fear of failure for the entrepreneur.

Lowers risk of Investors
•
•

With no cap on the number of investors, hundreds or thousands of investors can contribute small amounts to funding small businesses.
Beyond the strict disclosure and background checks that will be standard, Crowds are very vocal and extremely efficient at condemning losers
and celebrating winners, now with great volume due to the reach of social media, like Crowdfunding Portals, e.g., I don’t buy anything on eBay
from a seller with less than a 99.7% approval rating. Crowdfund Portals will be no different. Success spreads fast, failure spreads faster.

Increases success rates for Small Businesses
•
•
•
•

Crowdfund investors are motivated supporters because they now have a vested interest in the success of the businesses they help fund.
Crowdfund investors with skin in the game have been shown more willing to participate in business development and marketing. This is likely to
reduce the failure rate of small because the wider knowledge base and human network is an obvious advantage for a small business–particularly
in the age of social media.
Existing Customers can become investors. If you like a product and want to see it remain available, you're more likely to invest in it.
Existing Suppliers can become investors. Again, self-interest dictates that a supplier wants his buyers to remain solvent.

Resets our reputation for innovation, competitive spirit and equal opportunity
•

The US is not exactly out front here--other nations are well ahead, such as Britain and Australia, where Equity Crowdfunding is already in
practice. To keep our brain trust here we need a shorter path to success driven by innovation and inspiration the moment it strikes.

Starts with Education: Videos, seminars, symposium, grassroots eﬀorts, volunteerism, political pressure
•

Get involved; pay it forward.

Crowds Thrive on Cooperation
Symbiotic partnerships between industry leaders, community-based
organizations and ambitious entrepreneurs fuel true job creation, starting on
Main Street by employing the alternative fundraising, investing and
development strategies of crowdsourcing, crowdfunding and innovation with
an open-source ethos to non-traditional business formation and operations

Business Models
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